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Abstrat. We survey a set of algorithmi tehniques that make it pos-

sible to build a high performane storage server from a network of heap

omponents. Suh a storage server o�ers a very simple programming

model. To the lients it looks like a single very large disk that an handle

many requests in parallel with minimal interferene between the requests.

The algorithms use randomization, redundant storage, and sophistiated

sheduling strategies to ahieve this goal. The fous is on algorithmi

tehniques and open questions. The paper summarizes several previous

papers and presents a new strategy for handling heterogeneous disks.

1 Introdution

It is said that our soiety is an information soiety, i.e., eÆiently storing and

retrieving a vast amount of information has beome a driving fore of our eon-

omy and soiety. Most of this information is stored on hard disks | many hard

disks atually. Some appliations (e.g., geographial information systems, sat-

telite image libraries, limate simulation, partile physis) already measure their

data bases in petabytes (10

15

bytes). Currently, the largest of these appliations

use huge tape libraries, but hard disks an now store the same data for a similar

prie o�ering muh higher performane [13℄. To store suh amounts of data one

would need about 10 000 disks. Systems with thousands of disks have already

been build and there are projets for \mid-range" systems that would sale to

12 000 disks.

This paper disusses algorithmi hallenges resulting from the goal to operate

large olletions of hard disks in an eÆient, reliable, exible, and user-friendly

way. Some of these questions are already relevant if you put four disks in your

PC. But things get really interesting (also from a theoretial point of view)

if we talk about up to 1024 disks in a traditional monolithi storage server

(e.g. http://www.hds.om/produts/systems/9900v/), or even heterogenous

networks of workstations, servers, parallel omputers, and many many disks. In

this paper all of this is viewed as a storage server.

We onentrate on a simple model that already addresses the requirement

of user-friendliness to a large extent. Essentially, the entire storage server is

?
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Fig. 1. A storage server appears to the outside world like a huge disk aepting many

parallel request from inside and outside the system.

presented to the operating system of the omputers that run the appliations

(lients) as a single very large disk (see Fig. 1): There is a single logial address

spae, i.e., an array of bytes A[0::N � 1℄.

1

N is essentially the total umulative

usable apaity of all disks. The lients an submit requests for bytes A[a::b℄ to

the storage server. There will be some delay (some milliseonds as in a physial

disk) and then data is delivered at a high rate (urrently up to 50 MByte/s from a

single disk). Otherwise, the lients an behave ompletely naively: In partiular,

requests should be handled in parallel with minimal additional delays. Large

requests (many megabytes) should be handled by many disks in parallel. If any

single omponent of the system fails, no data should be lost and the e�et on

performane should be minimal. If the system is upgraded with additional disks,

usually larger than those previously present, the logial address spae should be

extended aordingly and future requests should pro�t from the the inreased

umulative data rate of the system.

The storage server an be implemented as part of the operating software of a

monolithi system or as a distributed program with proesses on the lient om-

puters and possibly on dediated server mahines or network attahed storage,

i.e., disks that are diretly onneted to the omputer. All these omponents

1

We use a::b as a shorthand for the range a; : : : ; b and A[a::b℄ stands for the subarray

hA[a℄; : : : ; A[b℄i.
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ommuniate over a network. Higher level funtionality suh as �le systems or

data base systems an be implemented on top of our virtual address spae muh

in the same way they are today build on top of a physial disk.

We will develop the algorithmi aspets of a storage server in a step by step

manner giving intuitive arguments why they work but iting more speialized

papers for most proofs. The basi idea is to split the logial address spae A into

�xed size logial bloks that are mapped to random disks. Set. 3 explains that

this is already enough to guarantee low latenies for write requests with high

probability using a small write bu�er. To get basi fault tolerane we need to

store the data redundantly. Set. 4 shows that two independently plaed opies

of eah blok suÆe to also guarantee low read lateny for arbitrary sets of blok

read requests. Set. 5 demonstrates how we an support aesses to variable size

piees of bloks with similar performane guarantees. We are also not stuk with

storing every blok twie. Set. 6 explains how more sophistiated enoding gives

us ontrol over di�erent tradeo�s with respet to eÆieny, waste of spae, and

fault tolerane. Up to that point we make the assumption that the lients submit

bathes of requests in a synhronized fashion | this allows us to give rigorous

performane guarantees. In Set. 7 we lift this assumption and allow requests

to enter the storage server independently of eah other. Although a theoretial

treatment gets more diÆult, the basi approah of random redundant alloation

still works and we get simple algorithms that an be implemented in a distributed

fashion. The algorithms desribed in Set. 8 use the redundant storage when a

disk or other omponents of the system fails. It turns out that the lients see

almost nothing of the fault not even in terms of performane. Furthermore, after

a very short time, the system is again in a safe state where further omponent

failures an be tolerated. Set. 3 assumes that a write operation an return as

soon as there is enough spae to keep it in RAM memory. In Set. 9 we explain

what an be done if this is not aeptable beause a loss of power ould erase the

RAM. For simpliity of exposition we assume most of the time that the system

onsists of D idential disks but Set. 10 generalizes to the ase of di�erent

apaity disks that an be added inrementally.

2 Related Work

A widely used approah to storage server is RAID [27℄ (Redundant Arrays of

Independent Disks). Di�erent RAID levels (0{5) o�er di�erent ombinations

of two basi tehniques: In mirroring (RAID Level 1), eah disk has a mirror

disk storing the same data. This is similar to the random dupliate alloation

(RDA) introdued in Set. 4 only that the latter stores eah blok independently

on di�erent disks. We will see that this leads to better performane in several

respets. Striping (RAID Level 0) [31℄ is a simple and elegant way to exploit

disk parallelism: Logial bloks are split into D equal sized piees and eah piee

is stored on a di�erent disk. This way, aesses to logial bloks are always

balaned over all disks. This works well for small D, but for large D, we would

get a huge logial blok size that is problemati for appliations that need �ne
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grained aess. Fault tolerane an be ahieved at low ost by splitting logial

bloks into D � 1 piees and storing the bit-wise xor of these piees in a parity

blok (RAID Levels 3, 5).

Larger storage servers are usually operated in suh a way that �les or par-

titions are manually assigned to small subsets of disks that are operated like

a RAID array. The point of view taken in this paper is that this management

e�ort is often avoidable without a performane penalty. In appliations where

the spae and bandwidth requirement are highly dynami, automati methods

may even outperform the most areful manual assignment of data to disks.

Load balaning by random plaement of data is a well known tehnique (e.g.,

[7, 23℄). Combining random plaement and redundany has �rst been onsidered

in parallel omputing for PRAM emulation [18℄ and online load balaning [6℄. For

sheduling disk aesses, these tehniques have been used for multimedia appli-

ations [40, 41, 19, 24, 8, 36℄. The methods desribed here are mostly a summary

of four papers [35, 32, 33, 16℄. Set. 10 desribes new results.

There are many algorithms expliitly designed to work eÆiently with oarse-

grained blok-wise aess. Most use the model by Vitter and Shriver that allows

idential parallel disks and a �xed blok size. Vitter [42℄ has written a good

overview artile. More overviews and several introdutory artiles are olleted

in an LNCS Tutorial [22℄.

3 Write Bu�ering

3.1 Greedy Writing

m/D

...

...

...
hash function

1 2 3

queues

D

h

Sequence Σ

one of

buffers is free

of blocks
write whenever

m

Fig. 2. Optimal Writing.

Consider the implementation of an opera-

tion write(a;B; i) that writes a lient ar-

ray a[0::B � 1℄ to the logial address spae

A[i::i+B�1℄. The main observation exploited

in this setion is that write an in priniple be

implemented to return almost immediately:

Just opy the data to a bu�er spae.

2

The

mathing read operation read(B; i) returns

the ahed data without a disk aess.

An obvious limitation of the bu�ering

strategy is that we will eventually run out

of bu�er spae without a good strategy for

atually outputting the data to the disks. We

postpone the question how data is mapped to

the disks until Set. 3.2 beause the following

greedy writing algorithm works for any given

assignment of data to the disks. We maintain

a queue of output requests for eah disk. Whenever a disk falls idle, one request

2

We an even do without a opy if we \steal" a from the lient and only release it

when the data is �nally opied or output.
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from this queue is submitted to the disk. Fig. 2 illustrates this strategy. In some

sense, greedy writing is optimal:

Theorem 1 ([16℄). Consider the I/O model of Vitter and Shriver [43℄ (�xed

blok size, �xed output ost). Assume some sequene of blok writes is to be

performed in that logial order and at most m bloks an be bu�ered by the

storage server. Then greedy writing minimizes the number of I/O steps needed

if the disk queues are managed in a FIFO (�rst in �rst out) manner.

Proof. (Outline) An indution proof shows that greedy writing is optimal among

all output strategies that maintain queues in a FIFO manner. Another simple

lemma shows that any shedule an be transformed into a FIFO shedule without

inreasing the I/O time or the memory requirement.

Things get more ompliated for more realisti I/O models that take into

aount that I/O times depend on the time to move the disk head between the

position of two bloks.

Open Problem: 1 Can you �nd (approximately) optimal writing algorithms

for the ase that I/O osts depend on the position of bloks on the disks? Even

for �xed blok size

3

and ost estimates only dependent on seek time little is known

if the bu�er size is limited.

4

3.2 Random Alloation

Theorem 1 is a bit hollow beause performane an still be very bad if all bloks

we need to write have to go to the same disk. We would like to have an alloation

strategy that avoids suh ases. But this seems impossible | for any given

mapping of the address spae to the disks, there will be sets of requests that all

go to the same disk. Randomization o�ers a way out of this dilemma. We alloate

logial bloks to random disks for some �xed (large) blok size B. (Set. 10

disusses details how this mapping should atually be implemented.) Random

mapping makes it very unlikely that a partiular set of bloks requested by the

lients reside on the same disk. More generally, we get the following performane

guarantee for arbitrary sequenes of write requests:

Theorem 2 ([35, 16℄). Consider the I/O model of Vitter and Shriver [43℄ (D

disks, �xed blok size, �xed output ost). Assume some sequene of n randomly

mapped di�erent bloks are to be written and at most m bloks an be bu�ered by

the storage server. Then greedy writing aepts the last blok after an expeted

number of (1 +O(D=m))

n

D

output steps. After the last blok has been aepted,

the longest queue has length O

�

m

D

logD

�

.

3

Variable blok sizes open another an of worms. One immediately gets NP-hard prob-

lems. But allowing a small amount of additional memory removes most ompliations

in that respet.

4

For in�nite bu�er size, the problem is easy if we look at seek times only (just sort by

trak) or rotational delays only [39℄. For both types of delays together we have an

NP-hard variant of the traveling salesman problem with polynomial time solutions

in some speial ases [5℄.
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It an also be shown that longer exeution times only happen with very small

probability.

Proof. (Outline) The optimal greedy writing algorithm dominates a \throttled"

algorithm where in eah I/O step (1 � D=m)D bloks are written. The e�et

of the throttled algorithm on a single disk an be analyzed using methods from

queuing theory if the bu�er size is unlimited. The average queue length turns

out to be bounded by m=2D and hene the expeted sum of all queue lengths

is bounded by m=2. More ompliated arguments establish that large deviations

from this sum are unlikely and hene the inuene of situations where the bu�er

overows is negligible.

Open Problem: 2 The number of steps needed to write n bloks and ush all

bu�ers should be a funtion that dereases monotonially with m. Prove suh a

monotoni bound that is at least as good as Theorem 1 both for large and small

n.

3.3 Distributed Implementation

We now explain how the abstrat algorithms desribed above an be imple-

mented in a real system. We will assume that one or several disks are onneted

to a omputer where one ore several proessors share a memory. Several omput-

ers are onneted by a ommuniation network to form the storage server. Disks

diretly attahed to the network are viewed as small omputers with a single

disk attahed to them. The lient appliations either run on the same system or

send requests to the storage server via the network. Let us onsider the possible

routes of data in the �rst ase: When a write operation for an array s is alled,

the data is loated in the lient memory on omputer S. Array s ontains data

from one or several randomly mapped bloks of data. Let us fous on the data

destined for one of the target disks t that is attahed to a server mahine T . The

ideal situation would be that disk t is urrently idle and the data is shipped to

the network interfae ard of T whih diretly fowards it to disk t, bypassing the

proessor and main memory of T. Sine this is diÆult to do in a portable way

and sine t may be busy anyway, the more likely alternative is that S ontats

T and asks it to reserve spae to put s into the queue of t. If this is impossible,

the exeution of the write operation bloks until spae is available or S tries to

bu�er s loally. Eventually, the data is transferred to the main memory of T.

When the request gets its turn, it is transmitted to the disk t whih means that

it ends up in the loal ahe of this disk and is then written.

This senario deviates in several points from the theoretial analysis:

{ The nie performane bounds only hold when all disks share the same global

pool of bu�ers whereas the implementation makes use only of the loal mem-

ories of the omputer hosting the target disk t. It an be shown that this

makes little di�erene if the loal memories are large ompared to logD

bloks. Otherwise, one ould onsider shipping the data to third parties

when neither S nor T have enough loal memory. But this makes only sense

if the the network is very fast.
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{ Theorem 2 assumes that all written bloks are di�erent. Overwriting a blok

that is still bu�ered will save us an output. But it an happen that overwrit-

ing bloks that have reently been output an ause additional delays [35℄.

Again, this an be shown to be unproblemati if the loal memory is large

ompared to logD bloks. Otherwise dynamially remapping data an help.

{ The logial bloks used for random mapping should be fairly large (ur-

rently megabytes) in order to allow aesses lose to the peak performane

of the disks. This an ause a problem for appliations that less rely on high

throughput for onseutive aesses than on low lateny for many parallel

�ne grained aesses. In that ase many onseutive small bloks an lie on

the same disk whih then beomes a bottlenek. In this ase it might make

sense to use a separate address spae with small logial bloks for �ne grained

aesses.

4 Random Dupliate Alloation

In the previous setion we have seen that random alloation and some bu�ering

allow us to write with high throughput and low lateny. The same strategy

seems promising for reading data. Randomization ensures that data is spread

uniformly over the disks and bu�er spae an be used for prefething data so

that it is available when needed. Indeed, there is a far reahing analogy between

reading and writing [16℄: When we run a writing algorithm \bakwards" we get

a reading algorithm. In partiular, Theorem 1 transfers. However this reversal

of time implies that we need to know the future aesses in advane and we pay

the O(m log(D)=D) steps for the maximum queue length up front.

2 copies each

emulated disk

h’
h hh’

...

physical blocks

D1 2

logical blocks

Fig. 3. The onept of (R)andom (D)upliate (A)lloation.

Therefore, we now bring in an additional ingredient: Eah logial blok is

stored redundantly. Figure 3 illustrates this onept. For now we onentrate

on the simple ase that eah blok is alloated to two randomly hosen disks.
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Set. 6 disusses generalizations. Redundany gives us exibility in hoosing from

where to read the data and this allows us to redue read latenies dramatially.

By hoosing two di�erent disks for the opies we get the additional bene�t that

no data is lost when a disk fails.

We begin with two algorithms for sheduling a bath of n requested bloks of

�xed size that have been analyzed very aurately: The shortest queue algorithm

alloates the requests in a greedy fashion. Consider a blok e with opies on disks

d and d

0

and let `(d) and `(d

0

) denote the number of bloks already planned for

disks d and d

0

respetively. Then the shortest queue algorithm plans e for the

disk with smaller load. Ties are broken arbitrarily. It an be shown that this

algorithm produes a shedule that needs

k =

n

D

+ log lnD +�(1)

expeted I/O steps [9℄. This is very good for large n but has an additive term

that grows with the system size.

s t

disksrequests

2,2

2,2

cap, flow

2,1

Fig. 4. A ow network showing how �ve requests are alloated to three disks. The ow

de�ned by the solid lines proves that the requests an be retrieved in two I/O steps.

We will see that optimal shedules do not have this problem | we an

do better by not ommitting our hoies before we have seen all the requests.

Optimal shedules an be found in polynomial time [12℄: Suppose we want to

�nd out whether k steps suÆe to retrieve all requests. Consider a ow network

[2℄ that onsists of four layers: A soure node in the �rst layer is onneted to

eah of n request nodes. Eah request node is onneted to two out of D disk

nodes | one edge for eah disk that holds a opy of the requested blok. The

disk nodes are onneted to a sink node t. The edges between disk nodes and

t have apaity k. All other nodes have apaity 1. Now it is easy to see that

a ow saturating all edges leaving the soure node exists if and only if k steps

are suÆient. A shedule an be read of an integral maximum ow by reading

request r from disk d if and only if the edge (r; d) arries ow. Figure 4 gives

an example. The orret value for k an be found by trial and error. First try

k = dn=De then k = dn=De+ 1, : : : , until a solution is found. Korst [19℄ gives

a di�erent ow formulation that uses only D nodes and demonstrates that the

problem an be solved in time O

�

n+D

3

�

. If n = O(D) it an be shown that

the problem an be solved in time O(n logn) with high probability [35℄.
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Theorem 3. [35℄ Consider a bath of n randomly and dupliately alloated

bloks to be read from D disks. The optimal algorithm needs at most

l

n

D

m

+ 1

steps with probability at least 1�O(1=D)

dn=De+1

.

Proof. (Outline) Using a graph theoretial model of the problem, it an be shown

that the requests an be retrieved in k steps if and only if there is no subset � of

disks suh that more than j�jk requested bloks have both their opies alloated

to a disk in � [38℄. Hene, it suÆes to show that it is unlikely that suh an

overloaded subset exists. This is a tratable problem mostly beause the number

of bloks alloated to � is binomially distributed.
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Fig. 5. The number of I/O steps (minus the lower bound dn=De) needed by optimal

sheduling when sheduling n 2 256::4096 bloks on D = 256 disks.

Figure 5 shows the performane of the optimal sheduling algorithm. We

only give the data for D = 256 beause this urve is almost independent of the

number of disks. We see that the performane is even better than predited by

Theorem 3: We an expet to get shedules that need only dn=De steps exept if

n is a multiple of D or slightly below. For example, when n = 3:84D, we almost

always get a shedule with 4 steps, i.e., we are within 4 % of the best possible

performane. We also see that for large n we an even get perfet balane when

n is a multiple of D.

Open Problem: 3 Is there a threshold onstant  suh that for n > D logD,

optimal sheduling �nds a shedule with dn=De I/O steps even if n is a multiple

of D?
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4.1 The Seless Algorithm

One problem with optimal sheduling is that we do not have good performane

guarantees for sheduling large sets of bloks eÆiently. Therefore it makes sense

to look for fast algorithms that are lose to optimal. Here we desribe linear time

algorithm that produes very lose to optimal solutions [11℄.

The seless algorithm distinguishes between ommitted and unommited re-

quests. Unommitted requests still have a hoie between two disks. Committed

requests have deided for one of the two hoies. Initially, all requests are un-

ommitted. A disk d is alled ommitted if there are no unommited requests

that have d as a hoie. Let the load `(d) of disk d denote twie the number

of requests that have ommitted to d plus the number of unommitted requests

that have d as an option. The load ould be viewed as twie the expeted num-

ber of ommitted requests of a disk if all unommitted requests would hoose

randomly between one of their two hoies. The seless algorithm is based on

two simple rules:

1. If there is an unommitted disk with at most dn=De remaining inident

requests, we ommit all of them to this disk.

2. Otherwise, we hoose an unommitted disk d with minimum load, hoose an

unommited request with d as an option, and ommit it to d.

This algorithm an be implemented to run in linear time using fairly standard

data strutures: Disks are viewed as nodes of a graph. Unommitted requests are

edges. Using an appropriate graph representation, edges an be removed in on-

stant time (e.g., [21℄). When a disk beomes a andidate for Rule 1, we remember

it on a stak. The remaining nodes are kept in a priority queue ordered by their

load. Insert, derement-priority and delete-minimum an be implemented to run

in amortized onstant time using a slight variant of a buket priority queue [14℄.

If we would plot the performane of the seless algorithm in the same way as

in Figure 5 it would be absolutely impossible to see a di�erene, i.e., with very

high probability the seless algorithm �nds an optimal shedule. This will be

proven in an upoming paper [11℄ using di�erential equation methods that have

previously been used for the mathematially losely related problem of ores of

random graphs [28℄.

5 Variable Size Requests

We now drop the assumption that we are dealing with �xed size jobs that take

unit time to retrieve. Instead, let `

i

� 1 denote the time needed to retrieve

request i. This generalization an be used to model several aspets of storage

servers:

{ We might want to retrieve just parts of a logial blok

{ Disks are divided into zones [30℄ of di�erent data density and orrespondingly

di�erent data rate | bloks on the outer zones are faster to retrieve than

bloks on the inner zones. We assume here that both opies of a blok are

stored on the same zone.
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The bad news is that it is strongly NP-hard to assign requests to disks so

that the I/O time is minimized [1℄. The good news is that optimal sheduling

is still possible if we allow request to be split, i.e., we are allowed to ombine a

request from piees read from both opies. We make the simplifying assumption

here that a request of size ` = `

1

+ `

2

stored on disks d

1

and d

2

an be retrieved

by spending time `

1

on disk d

1

and time `

2

on disk d

2

. This is approximately

true if requests are large.

Even the performane guarantees for random dupliate alloation transfer.

We report a simpli�ed version of a result from [33℄ that has the same form as

Theorem 3 for unit size requests:

Theorem 4. Consider a set R of request with total size n =

P

r2R

`

r

of ran-

domly and dupliately alloated requests to be read from D disks. The optimal

algorithm omputes a shedule with I/O time at most

l

n

D

m

+ 1 with probability at least 1�O(1=D)

dn=De+1

The proofs and the algorithms are ompletely analogous. The only di�erene is

that the maximum ows will now not be integral and hene require splitting of

requests. Splitting an also have a positive e�et for unit size requests sine it

eliminates threshold e�ets suh es the steps visible in Fig. 5. A more detailed

analysis indiates that the retrieval time beomes a monotoni funtion of the

number of requests [33℄.

In a sense, Theorem 4 is muh more important than Theorem 3. For unit

size requests, we an relatively easily establish the expeted performane of an

algorithm by simulating all interesting ases a suÆient number of times. Here,

this is not possible sine Theorem 4 holds for a vast spae of possible inputs

(unountably big and still exponential if we disretize the piee sizes).

6 Reduing Redundany

Instead of simply repliating logial bloks, we an more generally enode a

logial blok whih has r times the size of a physial blok into w physial bloks

suh that reading any r out of the w bloks suÆes to reonstrut the logial

blok. Perhaps the most important ase is w = r + 1. Using parity-enoding,

r of the bloks are simply piees of the logial blok and the last blok is the

exlusive-or of the other bloks. A missing blok an then be reonstruted by

taking the exlusive-or of the bloks read. Parity enoding is the easiest way

to redue redundany ompared to RDA while maintaining some exibility in

sheduling. Its main drawbak is that the physial bloks being read are a fator

r smaller than the logial bloks so that high bandwidth an only be expeted

if the logial bloks are fairly large. The speial ase r = D � 1;W = D yields

the oding sheme used for RAID levels 3 and 5.

Choosing w > r + 1 an be useful if more than one disk failure is to be

tolerated (see Set. 8) or if we additionally want to redue output latenies (see
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Set. 9). A disadvantage of odes with w > r+1 is that they are omputationally

more expensive than parity-enoding [20, 15, 29, 10, 4, 8℄.

Most of the sheduling algorithms for RDA we have disussed are easy to gen-

eralize for more general oding shemes. Only optimal sheduling needs some ad-

ditional onsideration. A formulation that is a generalization of bipartite math-

ing [32℄ yields a polynomial time algorithm however.

xorxorxor

parities

logical block

physical
blocks

Fig. 6. Enoding of a logial blok of size 12 into 4 physial bloks and one parity

blok of size 3 suh that aligned logial requests of size 4s, s 2 f1; 2; 3g an be ful�lled

by retrieving any 4 out of 5 physial bloks of size s.

A small trik also allows us to use general oding shemes for arbitrary request

sizes: As before, data is alloated for large logial bloks whereas atual requests

may retrieve parts of these bloks. But the oding is done in very small piees

(say setors of size 512) and the enoded piees are stored in the physial bloks

in an interleaved fashion. Figure 6 gives an example.

7 Asynhronous Aess

In Set. 3.3 we have already explained how writing an be implemented in an

asynhronous, distributed way by providing one thread for eah disk. We now ex-

plain how this an be generalized for read aesses in the presene of redundant

alloation. Client requests for a blok of data arrive individually in an asyn-

hronous fashion. The lients want to have these requests answered quikly, i.e.,

they want small delays. The algorithms desribed in Set. 4 an be generalized

for this purpose [34℄. For example, the shortest queue algorithm would ommit

the request to the disk that an serve it fastest.

However, we loose most of the performane guarantees. For example, it is easy

to develop an algorithm that minimizes the maximum delay among all known

requests but it is not lear how to antiipate the impat of these deisions on

requests arriving in the future.

Open Problem: 4 Give theoretial bounds for the expeted lateny of any of

the asynhronous sheduling algorithms disussed in [34℄ as a funtion of D

and � in the following model: A blok aess on any of the D disks takes unit

time. A request for a blok arrives every (1+�)=D time units. For non-redundant

random alloation it an be shown that the expeted delay is �(1=�). Experiments

12



and heuristi onsiderations suggest that time O(log(1=�)) is ahievable using

redundany.

Asynhrony also introdues a new algorithmi onept that we want to dis-

uss in more detail: Lazy deisions. The simplest lazy algorithm | lazy queuing

| queues a request readable on disks d and d

0

in queues for both d and d

0

. The

deision whih disk atually fethes the blok is postponed until the last possible

moment. When a disk d falls idle, the thread responsible for this disk inspets

its queue and removes one request r queued there. Then it ommuniates with

the thread responsible for the other opy of r to make sure that r is not fethed

twie. Lazy queueing has the interesting property that it is equivalent to an

\omnisient" shortest queue algorithm, i.e., it ahieves the same performane

even if it does not know how long it takes to retrieve a request.

Theorem 5. Given an arbitrary request stream where a disk d needs t(d; r)

time units to serve request r. Then the lazy queue algorithm produes the same

shedule as a shortest queue algorithm whih exatly omputes disk loads by

summing the t(d; r)-values of the sheduled requests.

The only possible disadvantage of lazy algorithms ompared to \eager" al-

gorithms suh as shortest queue is that a simple implementation an inur ad-

ditional ommuniation delays at the performane ritial moment when a disk

is ready to retrieve the next request (asking another thread and waiting for a

reply). This problem an be mitigated by trying to agree on a primary opy of

a request r before the previous request �nishes. The disk holding the primary

opy an then immediately feth r and in parallel it an send a on�rmation to

the thread with the other opy.

Figure 7 shows that RDA signi�antly outperforms traditional output shemes.

Even mirroring that has the same amount of redundany produes muh larger

degrees when the storage server approahes its limits. Measurements not shown

here indiate that the gap is muh larger when we are interesting in the largest

delays that are enountered suÆiently often to be signi�ant for real time ap-

pliations suh as video streaming.

It an also be shown that utuations in the arrival rate of requests have little

impat on performane if the the number of requests arriving over the time in-

terval of an average delay is not too big. Furthermore, the sheduling algorithms

an be adapted in suh a way that appliations that need high throughput even

at the prie of large delays an oexist with appliations that rely on small delays

[32℄.

8 Fault Tolerane

When a disk fails, the peak system throughput dereases by a small fator of 1=D.

Furthermore, requests whih have a opy on the faulty disks lose their sheduling

exibility. Sine only few requests are a�eted, load balaning still works well

[33℄. In addition, there are now logial bloks that have less redundany than the
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7

requests to D = 64 disks arriving at time intervals of

(1+�)=D. The mirror algorithm uses random alloation to a RAID-1 array. Lazy sharing

is a re�nement of lazy queue | an idle disk d leaves a request r to the alternative disk

d

0

(r) if the queue of d

0

is shorter than the queue of d.

others so that additional disk failures ould now lead to a loss of data. To get out

of this dangerous situation, the lost redundany has to be reestablished. This

an be ahieved without exhanging any hardware by dispersing these bloks

over unused spae of the other disks. This an be done very quikly beause the

data read and written for this purpose is uniformly distributed over all disks. If

we are willing to invest a fration of � of the peak performane of the system,

the reonstrution an �nish in a fration of about 1=�(D�1) of the time needed

to read and write one disk. For example, in a large system with 10 000 disks

with 100GByte eah and a disk I/O rate of 50MByte/s we ould in priniple

reonstrut a failed disk in as little as ten seonds investing 4 % of our peak I/O

rate. Setion 10 will explain how a random mapping of the data is maintained

in this situation.

Failures of disk ontrollers or entire mahines an be handled in a similar

manner if the random dupliate alloation is modi�ed in suh a way that di�erent

opies are alloated to di�erent piees of hardware. The ultimate realization of

this strategy divides the storage server into halves that are physially so far apart

that even a �re or another atastrophe is unlikely to destroy both halves at the

same time. The limiting fator here are the osts of a high speed interonnetion

between the halves so that for suh systems one may onsider to have more than

two opies of eah blok and to send data to the remote half only oasionally.
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A major hallenge in pratial fault tolerane is that it is very diÆult to test

the behavior of distributed software under faults. Sine the data losses an be

really expensive, storage servers might therefore be a prime andidate for formal

veri�ation:

Open Problem: 5 De�ne a useful abstrat model of a storage server and its

software and prove that it operates orretly under disk failures, power loss, : : : .

9 Reduing Write Lateny

Somewhat paradoxially, there are many appliations where writes are muh

more frequent than reads, i.e., muh of what is written is never read. The reason

is that a lot of the data needed by a lient an be ahed in main memory (by

the storage server or by the appliation). One ould argue that one would not

have to output this data at all but this neglets that many appliations must be

able to reover their old state after a power loss.

There are several ways to handle this situation. One would be to make sure

that write bu�ers are in memory with enough battery bakup that they an be

ushed to disk at a power loss. The next step on the safety ladder makes sure

that the data is bu�ered in two proessors with independent power supply before

a write operation returns. But some appliations will still prefer to wait until

the data is atually output. In this situation, the strategy from Setion 3 leads

to fairly long waiting time under high load.

In this situation, the generalized oding shemes outlined in Set. 6 an be

used. If a logial blok an be reonstruted from any r out of w piees, we an

return from a write operation after r

0

piees are output (r � r

0

� w) and we get

a exible tradeo� between write lateny and fault tolerane. For example, for

r = 1 and w = 3 we ould return already when two opies have been written.

Whih opies are written an be deided using any of the sheduling algorithms

disussed above, for example the lazy queueing algorithm from Set. 7. The

remaining opy is not written at all or only with redued priority so that it

annot delay other time ritial disk aesses.

10 Inhomogeneous Dynamially Evolving Storage Servers

A storage server that operates reliably 24h a day 365 days a year should allow us

to add disks dynamially when the demands for apaity or bandwidth inrease.

Sine tehnology is ontinuously advaning, we would like to add new disks with

higher apaity and bandwidth than the existing disks. Even if we would be

willing to settle for the old type, this beomes infeasible after a few years when

the old type is no longer for sale. In Set. 8 we have already said that we want

to be able to remove failed disks from the system without replaing them by

new disks. The main algorithmi hallenge in suh systems is to maintain our

onept of load balaning by randomly mapping logial bloks to disks. We �rst
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explain how a single random mapping from the virtual address spae to the disks

is obtained.

Inhomogeneity an be aommodated by mapping a blok not diretly to

the D inhomogeneous disks but �rst to D

0

volumes that aommodate N=D

0

B

bloks eah. The volumes are then mapped to the disks in suh a way that the

ratio r(d) = (d)=v(d) between the apaity (d) of a disk d and the number

of volumes v(d) alloated to it is about the same everywhere. More preisely,

when a volume is alloated, it is greedily moved to the disk that maximizes

r(d). If D

0

=D � Dmax (d)=

P

d

(d), we will ahieve a good utilization of disk

apaity.

5

When a disk fails, the volumes previously alloated to it will be distributed

over the remaining disks. This is safe as long as min

d

r(d) exeeds N=D

0

. When

a new disk d

0

is added, volumes from the disks with smallest r(d) are moved to

the new disk until r(d

0

) would beome minimal. In order to move or reonstrut

volumes, only the data in the a�eted volumes needs to be touhed whereas all

the remaining volumes remain untouhed.

It remains to de�ne a random mapping of bloks to volumes. We present a

pragmati solution that outperforms a true random mapping in ertain aspets

but where an aurate analysis of the sheduling algorithms remains an open

question. We ahieve a perfetly balaned alloation of bloks to volumes, by

striping bloks over the volumes, i.e., bloks iD

0

::(i + 1)D

0

� 1 are mapped in

suh a way that eah volume reeives one blok. To ahieve randomness, blok

iD

0

+ j, 0 � j < D, is mapped via a (pseudo)random permutation �

i

to volume

�

i

(j). Figure 8 summarizes the translation of logial addresses into blok o�sets,

disk IDs, and positions on the disk.

In order to �nd out whih bloks need to be moved or reonstruted when a

disk is added or replaed, we would like to have permutations that are easy to

invert. Feistel permutations [25℄ are one way to ahieve that: Assume for now

that

p

D

0

is an integer and represent j as j = j

a

+ j

b

p

D

0

. Now onsider the

mapping

�

i;1

((j

a

; j

b

)) = (j

b

; j

a

+ f

i;1

(j

b

) mod

p

D

0

)

where f

i;1

is some (pseudo)random funtion. If we iterate suh mappings two to

four times using pseudo-random funtions f

i;1

, : : : ,f

i;4

we get something \pretty

random". Indeed, suh permutations an be shown to be random in some preise

sense that is useful for ryptology [25℄. A Feistel permutation is easy to invert.

�

�1

i;k

((a; b)) = (b� f

i;k

(a) mod

p

D

0

; a)

We assume that the funtions f

i;k

are represented in some ompat way, e.g.,

using any kind of ordinary pseudo-random hash funtion h that maps triples

5

If disk bandwidth is more of an issue than disk apaity, we an also balane aord-

ing to the data rate a disk an support. But even without that, the lazy sheduling

algorithms from Set. 7 will automatially diret some traÆ away from the over-

loaded disks.
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Fig. 8. How a logial address is mapped to

a physial blok. The numbers give an ex-

ample with one Petabyte of address spae,
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, and D
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that would ur-

rently require about 10 000 disks of 100

GByte eah.

(i; j; k) to values in 0::D

0

� 1. In order to �nd out to whih disk a blok is

mapped, the only additional data struture we need is a lookup table of size D

0

.

This data struture is easy to repliate to the loal memory of all proessors. For

example, even in a large system with D = 10000, with disk apaities varying

by a fator of four, D

0

= 2

18

would already ahieve quite good load balane.

To ahieve fault tolerane, this lookup table and the parameters of the hash

funtion h should be stored redundantly at a prede�ned plae. But even if the

table gets lost, it an be reonstruted as long as the apaity of the disks and

the order in whih they were added or removed is known | we only need to

make sure that the algorithms for mapping volumes to disks are deterministi.

Redundant Alloation

In order to use the above sheme in the ontext of dupliate alloation, we

partition the storage server into two partitions whose total storage apaity is

about equal. The volumes are mapped to both partitions and we have two sets

of random permutations | one for eah partition. More generally, if we use a

oding sheme that writes w physial bloks for eah logial blok, we need w

partitions. To ahieve good fault tolerane, omponents in di�erent partitions

should share as few ommon points of failure as possible (ontrollers, proessors,

power supplies, : : : ). Therefore, the disks will not be assigned to the partitions

one by one but in oarse grained units like ontrollers or even entire mahines.

Although this partitioning problem is NP-hard, there are good approximation

algorithms [3℄. In partiular, sine we are dealing with a small onstant number

of partitions, fully polynomial time approximation shemes an be developed

using standard tehniques [44℄.

Maintaining reasonably balaned partitions while omponents enter (new

hardware) or leave (failures) the system in an online fashion is a more ompli-

ated problem. In general, we will have to move omponents but these hanges

in on�guration should only a�et a small number of omponents with total

apaity proportional to added or removed apaity. At least it is easy to main-

tain the invariant that the di�erene between the apaities of the smallest and

largest partition is bounded by the maximum omponent apaity.

11 Disussion

We have introdued some of the algorithmi bakbone of salable storage servers.

We have negleted many important aspets beause we believe that they are or-
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thogonal to the onepts introdued here, i.e., their implementation does not

muh a�et the deisions for the aspets disussed here: We need an infras-

truture that allows reliable high bandwidth ommuniation between arbitrary

proessors in the network. Although random alloation helps by automatially

avoiding hot spots, good routing strategies an be hallenging in inhomogeneous

dynamially hanging networks.

Cahing an make atual disk aesses superuous. This is a well understood

topi for entralized memory [17, 26℄ but distributed ahing faes interesting

tradeo�s between ommuniation overhead and ahe hit rate.

There are many more important issues with a di�erent avor suh as loking

mehanisms to oordinate onurrent aesses, �le systems, real time issues, : : :

In addition, there are interesting aspets that are less well understood yet and

pose interesting questions for future work. For example, we have treated all data

equal. But in reality, some data is aessed more frequently than other data.

Besides the short term measure of ahing, this leads to the question of data

migration (e.g. [37℄). Important data should be spread evenly over the disks, it

should be alloated to the fastest zones of the disks, and it ould be stored with

higher redundany. The bulk of the data that is aessed rarely, ould be stored

on heaper disks or even on disks that are powered down for saving energy. Suh

Massive Arrays of Idle Disks [13℄ are a andidate for replaing tape libraries

and ould sales to 10s of thousands of disks.
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